


Introduction to Changes Time Capsule 

 

At Changes Volunteer Christmas Zoom Get Together, December 2020, just as new 

variants of Covid-19 were emerging, we shared poems and stories about our 

experiences of living through a global pandemic.  We shared our own unique take on 

how Covid had impacted our lives.  A Changes Volunteer suggested that these poems 

and stories would be worth saving, capturing a unique and most unusual moment in 

history and so the idea of creating a Covid-19 Time Capsule was born. The contents of 

the pages that follow have come from the Changes community, including participants, 

volunteers, staff and residents of East Lothian. 

 

 

 

About Changes 

Changes Community Health Project is a charity promoting positive mental health and 

wellbeing across East Lothian by enabling people to achieve and maintain good mental 

health and wellbeing through support groups and courses, one to one therapy, health 

living activities, voluntary opportunities and training the community to support others. 

See our website www.changeschp.org.uk for more information and to access support. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.changeschp.org.uk/




 
Thankful in Lockdown 
 
 

Thankful for my garden and the lovely weather 

Thankful I managed to get toilet roll 

Thankful I could sit out with my neighbours in our front gardens 

Thankful for the NHS weekly applause which uplifted me 

Thankful I did not go completely mad! 

Thankful for my husband and my cat 

Thankful for my Christian belief 

Thankful for social media 

Thankful for support from others during isolation 

Very sad at the loss of life and the way covid 19 has turned everybody 

upside down in one way or another 

Thankful for hope that things will improve for all of us 
 

 

by Anonymous lady in Musselburgh 



Gone But Not Forgotten 
 
 
Gone but not forgotten 
The time we had before 
When days were much simpler 
Leaving our front door 
 
Gone but not forgotten 
What we used to do 
We took it all for granted 
Now everything is new 
 
Gone but not forgotten 
The parties and events 
Dancing, laughing, singing 
No rules to circumvent 
 
Gone but not forgotten 
Group hobbies every week 
The closeness to each other 
We didn’t have to seek 
 
Gone but not forgotten 
Travel near and far 
Wasn’t it so easy 
Just jumping in the car 
 
Gone but not forgotten 
When masks we didn’t wear 
Or keeping our distance 
We met without a care 

 

Gone but not forgotten 
Handshakes and hugs 
Sitting next to someone 
Not worrying about bugs 
 
Now that we are wiser  
What have we learned 
A very sombre lesson 
For all of us concerned 
 
We’ve had time to reconsider 
Our lives and what they’re for  
Been able to re-evaluate 
New outlooks to explore 
 
We know that we are stronger 
We value small things more 
Should kindness be our mantra 
Gathering possessions just a chore  
 
But shall we remember 
When all of this is past 
That love, family and friendships 
Are what will really last 

 

 
 
by Heather Cameron  
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by Julia Carman 



 

A Christmas Family Zoom Call 

 

‘Merry Christmas.’ 

‘Merry Christmas.’, 

‘Cheers.’ 

‘Cheers.’ 

‘Bottoms-up.’, 

‘Thanks for the voucher.’ 

‘Ditto.’ 

‘Great jumper.’ 

‘Ditto.’ 

Is it just me who finds being jolly an effort? My sister, Gemma, decided we should do novelty 

knitwear. Pre-covid the idea would have been groaned at…thought too silly. But this year my 

brother Michael’s ho-ho jumper – squeeze Santa’s belly to make him go ho-ho – causes great 

hilarity (mostly Michael’s). Dad’s struggling to hear Santa on his tablet and my sister keeps 

saying can it go in the machine? I think we all know that it won’t. I get more laughs just for 

joining in. Am I finally changing for the better? I tell them my festive sprout jumper came 

from Oxfam. Typical me. So, no I haven’t changed…still the grumpy vegan. There’s an order 

from Michael to top up our glasses. More toasts. 

‘Here’s to a better 2021 when it comes,’ says my brother. 

Gemma, two prancing reindeer in 100% cashmere, raises a champagne flute in solidarity. 

She’s totally sozzled and listing to the right. 

‘Here’s to Brexit,’ says Michael. 

Now I’m rattled despite my best intentions. ‘Actually, Brexit is not―.’ 



 

‘It’s Christmas Day,’ Dad interjects, ‘let’s not fight over politics.’ 

With a toot of their kazoos my brother and sister sound their agreement. Don’t want little sis’ 

getting on her PC high horse, ha-ha. Can’t let her bang on about the death of the Rainforest 

and the NHS. Dad’s laugh is wheezy. Michael’s is like a cartoon beer barrel and Gemma has 

the same annoying guinea pig squeal that she had in childhood. The mechanical mirth of 

Santa’s ho-ho is not helping. I try to remember that everyone is having a bad year. 

We talk about who’s eating what instead. It’s a traditional turkey for everyone but me. I’m 

doing a vegan nut roast…saving the planet … ho-ho. Gemma was first to order her party food 

from Marks and Spencer. You can’t beat an M&S Christmas. It’s not just any old Christmas, 

this is an M&S Christmas. No, my nut roast is not from M&S – why that’s funny I have no 

idea. 

‘Another toast,’ my sister says. Good idea. Cheers! Here’s to a better 2021. Here’s to being 

able to go on a cruise ship again. Here’s to shopping without a mask on. Here’s to a Christmas 

when we’ll all be together. 

‘What have you missed, Laura?’ my sister asks. 

‘Lots of things,’ I say. ‘In the beginning but I―’ 

‘Heck, yes, the start of the lockdown, being trapped with the kids and John. I thought I would 

have to kill them….’ 

Once again Gemma is talking over me. But I’ve gone to my happy place. When this zoom call 

is over, I’ll chap on the door of my 91-year-old neighbour, Maggie, and we’ll talk on the 

doorstep. She’s also a bad listener, but that’s ok, she’s rather deaf. 

Perhaps, I’ll think differently next year. Perhaps, next year I’ll be up for a family Christmas. 

Or perhaps my sister, brother and dad will all go a cruise and solve the problem for me. At 

least I have Maggie. 

 

 

by Julia Carman 



Painting for Self Care 
 

Apart from working for Changes I am an artist. My medium is Pastels but when 
lockdown started in 2020 so did The Joy of Painting with Bob Ross on the TV.  While 
Bob works in Oils (to which I am allergic) I decided to experiment with Acrylic Paints. 
The same technique should work in both media. I found another artist (Feliks K) who 
gave free tutorials via YouTube. I practiced 

 

   

 

Then I painted my own.  

 

   

  



That said, I still did some pastels.  

 

      

 

Painting keeps my mental health on an even keel. It is the thing I love doing the most. 
Doing the things that automatically lift our mood is called self-care, and we all needed 
care during 2020. 

 

 

by Brian Glass (Trainer and Administrator at Changes) 





Family Fun 
 

We have been setting an activity every Friday for the weekend with my 

sister-in-law and our respective families, taking it in turns to set one, with 

judging in different categories on Sunday afternoons. 

 

So far, we have created treasure maps, made crowns, spotted wildlife, 

recreated album covers, written haikus, made crosswords, paper 

airplanes, Christmas decorations and animations and so much more. 

 

We started Easter 2020. 

 

Here are my winning entries - only 3 so far! 

 

A scarecrow, den and bridge....  
 

 

by Rosemary Gray 
 



Reflection 
 
 
During lockdown I discovered that it was irrelevant what size house, car, designer 

clothes and accessories I had . The most important thing to me was family and 

friends. It was lonely at times as I could not see them, however to hear their voices 

over the phone was so comforting. We laughed, cried and hoped for a better future 

nearly every day with phone calls via Messenger and What's app. 

I also found nature very uplifting ....I went for walks, heard the birds sing, planted 

flowers...I slowed right down and felt that the lockdown enabled me to. 

The world was getting way too fast, and it was great to go slower. 

Being out in the fresh air helped me enormously.... 

I hope to hold on to what I have found as lockdown eases. 

Stay safe ... 

Mind and cherish who you have in your life.... 

And most of all respect nature and the planet. 

 
 
 
by Nellie Forsyth 
 



https://www.instagram.com/garyhercus


Spreading Smiles 

 

My husband and I enjoy our crafts and often work on projects together.  During the 
first lockdown we decided to put our specialities out there, his metalwork and my 
crochet, in the hope that we would raise a few smiles during what seemed a grim and 
surreal time.  I loved that the rainbow was used as a symbol of hope and this inspired 
me to crochet little rainbows that I could hang in trees in our local area.  My husband 
made little metal flowers that he left around our local area for people to find and either 
keep or leave elsewhere for someone else to find. 

On the brink of another lockdown at Christmas, I crocheted snowflakes to hang in trees 
and my husband made little metal snowmen.  It gave us so much joy to be leaving these 
around for people to see and we hoped that this joy would reach others as they spent 
their last day with family members for what would be a while. 

As Valentine’s Day approached, vaccines and hope were on the horizon.  I crocheted 
as many hearts as I could in different shades of pink and red.  Again, these were hung 
in trees in our local area and I had no sooner left them behind than I saw people 
approach them, smiling and taking photos.  Snow was on the ground and there were a 
lot of people out for their daily exercise. 

We know that our little trinkets have been kept by some of their finders and enjoyed 
by many people.  Occasionally I have seen a little rainbow hanging in a window or on a 
rear-view mirror in a car. 

Smiles have been spread around and our intent has been fulfilled. 

 

by Caroline McGrath 

See more of Caroline’s work on Facebook/Arthur-Farthur-Creations  

https://www.facebook.com/Arthur-Farthur-Creations-1452587214824733/


waiting for the peak  
 

 

 

 

by Alistair McIntyre aka Specky Al 

 

See more of  Specky Al’s work  on Instagram specky.al1 

 

https://www.instagram.com/specky.al1/


Tier 4  
 
Time eats me. 

A casual sweep of the hour hand 

brushes away today's crumbs 

and what was it all for. 

Garnished 

with my pretty pleading, 

value these words, value me, 

I parcel my life in morsels  

for blank days 

every gain I make sucked 

dry, every win reduced 

to stale scraps. 

Sing me into darkness, rather. 

No more silent picking,  

piecemeal dereliction.  

Consume me in 

a glorious greedy gulp, 

swallow me down  

as oceans roar. 
 
 
by Sadie Maskery 
 
See more of Sadie’s work on Twitter @saccharinequeen  
  

https://twitter.com/saccharinequeen


Vaccine Haiku 
 
 
 

 

 

 

                    it was just a queue  

                         production line of bared arms  

                                lives saved by drive thru 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
by Sadie Maskery 
 
See more of Sadie’s work on Twitter @saccharinequeen  

https://twitter.com/saccharinequeen


My Lockdown Experience 

 

On 12th March 2020 I had an appointment in Edinburgh.   I can count on one hand how 
many times I have been outside my town since then.   I have not been on a bus, I’ve 
attended only essential medical appointments, and had a brief meeting with my 
nephew on his 21st Birthday, and with my sister on my Dad’s 80th Birthday. 

I remember 12th March 2020 very well.   I had an appointment at the Princess 
Alexandria eye pavilion in Edinburgh, and had planned to spend the afternoon in the 
National Museum of Scotland.   As I got close to the hospital, I saw a few people 
wearing blue surgical face masks, this was strange and alien to me.   When I caught the 
bus to go to the museum, there was one woman on the bus who was coughing – I 
remember wrapping my scarf around my nose and mouth, and deciding at that point 
that it would be safer just to return home, which I did.   No Museum visit for me that 
day. 

I have an immune system deficiency, and decided to stay at home from that point, 
before the shielding letters were sent.   I spent the next week cleaning my house and 
disinfecting everything I could reach.   My outdoor cat became an indoor cat.   By the 
time we were officially in lockdown, I had been in a self-imposed lockdown for 10 days.  
I felt safe, but frightened. 

I began making face masks, designed them myself, pulled out the sewing machine, cut 
up an old pair of jeans and a pillow case, and hey presto, a mask.   I even made a pocket 
to slip in Dettol wipes – don’t ask, kills germs.   I made about 20 of those masks, for my 
family, neighbours, staff at a pharmacy.   It was torture, I hate sewing, and I’m not very 
good at it.  Thankfully masks began to become available on the market, so that stopped, 
and I was able to resume my knitting.    

I’ve worked from home for the past 5 years, so there was no real change for me there, 
other than advising my colleagues on taking breaks and coping with different ways of 
contacting each other.   It was my free time that was a challenge.   I get a lot of visitors.   
I have a disability and need help with a couple of things, and my family drop by often.   
It was very strange in that first lockdown not to see them every day.   We started a 
family WhatsApp group, called each other, and had a few funny zoom meetings.   We 
were able to stay in touch, and see each other in a different way. 

Other than not seeing family, I feel that I have been fairly unaffected by the lockdown.   
I turned to my crafts.   I don’t think I’ve ever knitted so much in my life!   One thing that 
I did knit during the first lockdown was little NHS teddy bears for the kids to place in 
their windows, along with their rainbow pictures, to show support for the key workers.   
Those went down well.    



I enjoyed my free time by sitting at my bedroom window, knitting, and watching the 
birds at my bird feeders.   I was content and happy, and felt that I could relax knowing 
that I wouldn’t be getting any visitors until 7pm.   The days may have all felt the same, 
but it was a nice, relaxing time for me. 

There are a few negatives about lockdown that did have an effect.   My best friend of 
more than 40 years was nursing her dying mother, and I couldn’t go to see her to give 
her a hug, or any practical support.   We were able to speak on the phone, and I was 
able to listen and give advice, but it was very hard not being with her, or being able to 
say goodbye to her Mother, also my friend of 42 years. I had an Uncle die at the 
beginning of the first lockdown, we were not able to go to his funeral, and I couldn’t 
see my cousins, only call and message them.   I’d have liked to have given them a hug 
too.   During the last lockdown, in February 2021, another Uncle died, my Godfather 
and football mentor.   I hadn’t been able to see him in the year before he died.   Once 
again, not being able to hug his family was hard, though they made arrangements for 
us to attend a service for him which helped very much. I’m hoping that after Covid is 
over we are able to have a celebration of life for both Uncles. 

I miss the football, and my friends at Musselburgh Athletic FC.   I’ve been a season 
ticket holder for the last 10 years, and have only missed three home games in that time.   
I miss the escape that football gives me.   From the first kick of the ball to the last I’m 
engrossed, my mind is empty, I only see what’s happening before my eyes, pain levels 
are reduced, my heart is pumping.   I don’t think about anything else at all, my head 
stops, and I just get swept along watching the player's skill, fitness and dedication, 
watching their joy and frustrations.    

I’ve had to find new ways to achieve this feeling – mindfulness, guided meditations, 
and music have helped.    One thing that can never be un-done though is missing my 
club in their first ever Scottish Cup tie.    The qualifying rounds were pre-covid so I saw 
those, but the first round tie was in Wick on 21st December 2020.   The game went 
ahead, but no supporters were allowed to travel.   Unfortunately Wick Academy FC did 
not have the facilities to show the match online, that was hard.   We were able to send 
video messages to the team before the game though, which helped a little.   I miss my 
football friends, I miss the banter, I miss the excitement and celebrations and even the 
commiserations when we don’t do so well.   I remain hopeful that we will be allowed 
back to watch Musselburgh Athletic FC at the beginning of the 2021/22 season.   I 
have a vision for 2121, that our grandkids are gathering in the clubhouse after a game, 
listening to the story of our first Scottish Cup Tie, and asking each other, what was 
Covid again? 

  



Back to mindfulness and guided meditation. I was fortunate enough to be introduced 
to mindfulness and guided meditation at Changes.  

I attended courses that have stayed with me for many years, they have actually 
changed my life, and how I now cope with its stresses and strains. I still have my CDs 
from the guided meditation, and listen to them often, they became a part of my ‘routine’ 
in the evening, they feel like old friends now.   

I think life has changed for all of us in ways that we will take forward into the future.   I 
like that I don’t need to travel to see the Doctor, I’m more than happy to have telephone 
appointments or video calls.   I think more people will continue to work from home 
after all restrictions are lifted.   This can only be good for the environment (less travel 
= less pollution), and for some of us, working in a more relaxed environment at home 
may help to reduce the pressures of being in an office environment. Some people are 
finding home life better, they see their families more, and can multi-task with work and 
household chores, listen to what music you want, be home for deliveries.    

I know that I am happy to take a break when I feel myself getting stressed, listen to 
some guided meditation, then I’m good to go again.   I would not feel comfortable about 
doing this in an office. I think some people will still choose to wear masks in the future, 
especially during flu and cold season. I know I will. I’m an anxious person by nature, and 
I like wearing my mask, it gives a little bit of anonymity. 

I plan more for when I do go out. I make menus, create shopping lists, plan my route (I 
don’t drive), and incorporate a little leisure activity into my time outside.   I love to head 
close to the shop, grab a coffee, and sit at the beach for a little while just drinking in 
the peacefulness. I’ve been visiting the beach for years, it’s my ‘grounding’ point, but 
now, since Covid, I think I appreciate it more. It’s all I need to be content. 

 

by Donna Rodgers 

 



Dark to bright 
 
 
The darkest of times befell us all 

As a virus, unknown took its toll  

It crept unseen from town to town 

Spiralling out of control we went into lockdown  

Stay home, stay safe and take great care 

Our freedom was taken and it was hard to bare 

Dark days were upon us with no end in sight  

Filled with darkness, death, despair and fright 

A vaccine was found and things looked bright  

Was the end of the darkness really in sight? 

With hope in our hearts that it’s near the end 

Precious time with our families we can now spend 

As things move forward there is great apprehension 

The people go wild causing lots of tension 

Remembering those lost and all the pain 

We realise our future will never be the same ❤� 

 

 

by Shona Stott 





My picture 

The picture I have drawn has helped me during lockdown to think and 

appreciate mindfulness.   When I am colouring in I feel calm and relaxed. I 

am enjoying blending the different colours and shapes. 

I like to do mindfulness walking as well. I listen to all the different bird 

sounds. My favourites are hedge sparrows, they are small and funny. I 

have a cheeky black bird in the garden. 

It has not been an easy time during the lockdown. I have missed seeing 

my friends from the Ageing Well walking and exercise groups. I miss 

watering the hanging baskets with the volunteers from Tranent in Bloom. 

I have enjoyed the weekly craft zoom meetings with Changes run by 

Gary. 

by Roger Totty 



Happiness 

May 2020 
 

 

Happiness, how do you define it? 

It’s an individual thing, I guess, but I do know this. 

Happiness is an inside job, it has to come from within. 

Buying clothes, shoes and handbags won’t do it. I’ve tried this approach; it only leaves 
you broke. 

My wardrobe is full of clothes and accessories yet to see the light of day. 

I wish I could put happiness in a jar, then just use it on the days I feel bad. 

I’m happy today; tomorrow, who knows. 

That’s how it goes with me. 

Nothing in particular has happened to make me feel good. 

I’m just at peace, and everything is as it should be. 

Even though Corona is still running riot, I think there is light burning bright at the end 
of the black tunnel we’ve all been in. 

Happiness feels good today, so I’m going to enjoy it. 

I’m going to dance like no one is watching, better days are definitely coming. 

 

 

by Maggie Watson 

 



Dance in the Rain 

May 2020 
 

It was nice while it lasted. 

Sunny days and warm rays from the sun, we’re all thinking summer has 
begun. 

No, afraid not, it’s turned gloomy and grey. 

Heh, it’s not a disaster. 

After all, we’re still alive, isn’t that what matters? 

I know it’s easier to deal with “lockdown” when the weather is good. 

We should however, look at the bigger picture. 

If Corona had arrived in the middle of winter, then it would have been 
horrific. 

Life is not a picnic just now, we will get through it though. 

It’s a storm we have to weather, we’re alive, that’s all that matters. 

Things will get better, when it passes, we will be able to celebrate. 

For now though, we should just “dance in the rain”. 

 

By Maggie Watson, taken from her book ‘The Madness of Corona.’ 

 

See more of Maggie’s work: 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/sweetangelbutterfly/_created/  

https://linktr.ee/MaggieWatson 

https://www.instagram.com/maggiewatson3401/ 

https://www.pinterest.co.uk/sweetangelbutterfly/_created/
https://linktr.ee/MaggieWatson
https://www.instagram.com/maggiewatson3401/


Changes Poem 

There’s been changes for Changes this year has there not? 
Along came a virus and knocked us to pot. 
But not to be daunted although there was gloom,  
Our spirits uplifted with meetings on Zoom.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

We’ve had coffee mornings and volunteers’ meetings, 
And emails from Heather with her cheery greetings. 
There’s been exercises for body and soul, 
To keep us all healthy has been Changes’ goal. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Staff are working from home and are like busy bees, 
Always thinking of others and how they can please. 
Restrictions were lifted and so we could walk, 
Both buddy and Nordic to have a good talk. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

There was cycling for some if the weather was fair, 
When they swiftly flew by with the wind in their hair. 
Caitlin sent information about Changes Creative, 
So I thought I’d tune in and be innovative. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
I can’t draw for toffee and nor can I paint 
So as you can tell, an artist I ain’t. 
What could I do and would I have time, 
To think up some words that would actually rhyme! 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
So this is my effort and words they’re aplenty, 
As we draw to the end of the year 2020. 
It’s been a hard road with this Covid-19 
One of the worst that has ever been seen. 
 
 

 
 
Now all I can say, have a good Noel 
And whatever you do, please stay safe and well. 
 

 
 
  

  
 
   

 
 
 
 
 
by Christine Wells 



Pandemic 
 
Peaceful at the start, with little traffic all 
around. 
Art and awarenesses heightened by  
sights, smells and sounds. 
Nature in the garden, nature outside on  
walks, nightingale nurses and the good 
old NHS. 
Desolate and distanced, daily routines  
set, yet dancing round the kitchen with 
dreams of life ahead. 
Empathy for those who've lost, those  
alone and sad. Empathy for those  
educating at home. 
Mindfulness, marvellous mums, music 
and songs abound 
Indefatigable, indomitable human spirits 
isolated but sound. 
Clap for carers, come together now 
for our communities, our families, our 
homes and our towns. 
 
 
by Diane White 
 



https://www.changeschp.org.uk/
https://twitter.com/changes_chp?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/ChangesCHP
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